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Abstract. It is very important to establish the dominant position of students in learning in education informatization era. Namely, students should be regarded as center and orientation during learning. In the paper, deficiency of traditional learning mode is proposed on the basis of analyzing autonomous learning. Characteristics and structure of autonomous learning courseware are proposed. Teaching design of autonomous learning courseware is discussed.

Autonomous Learning

Autonomous learning can reflect the students' subject status fully, and students' learning initiative can be exerted, and more targeted learning can be achieved. Therefore, the learning mode is advocated by education experts.

Autonomous learning refers to a learning activity that learners apply certain media for active, positive and transcendence learning under guidance or information disclosure of relevant personnel. In the teaching activity, students can construct knowledge, and comprehensively improve formation skills, development ability and quality, which mainly depends on students’ autonomous learning degree.

Autonomous learning include independent determination of learning objectives, autonomous formation of learning plan, autonomous selection of learning materials, autonomous selection of learning methods, autonomous determination of learning progress, autonomous testing and evaluation of learning results, autonomous defect compensation and correction, etc [1].

Characteristics of Autonomous Learning

Initiative. Autonomous learning is personalized learning form. Learners can actively determine learning objectives, learning content, learning time and place. Learning activities are caused by learners themselves. Completion of learning tasks mainly depends on self-consciousness and initiative property of learners.

Independence. It is required in autonomous learning that learners don't depend on teachers and others to carry out study activities alone without pressure and request from the outside world as well as direct social supervision. Learning success depends on own initiative exploration and active self-monitoring.

Open. The whole process of autonomous learning is open: the learning process can be arbitrarily accelerated and decelerated; Data query can be arbitrarily jumped, learners can arbitrarily obtain other information with nothing to do with learning, therefore there is no fixed path in learning [2].

Because the autonomous learning has initiative, independent and open characteristics, they can adjust the learning process according to own characteristics and need as long as learners want to learn. Therefore, learning can be more targeted with opener thinking, wider free innovation space and better effect.

Problems in Traditional Learning Mode

Traditional learning refers that students accept learning passively. Traditional learning has the core of ‘learning’. It emphasizes the knowledge transfer, including concept, theory, method, etc. which are
passed on from one person to another. In the education process from elementary school to junior middle school, senior middle school and even university, one teacher teaches on the podium, students record notes, review and take part in exams constantly. It is typical traditional learning mode. Students can obtain concept, theory and method through ‘teaching’ by teachers and ‘learning’ by students.

**Emphasis on Interpretation of Teaching Content, and Ignorance of Guidance of Students’ Learning Methods.** Exhibition of teaching content is more emphasized in traditional teaching mode. Some teachers pay attention to participation of students. However, teachers notice how to assist students to solve difficulties which are not related to knowledge, such as memory difficulties, low reading ability, low practical operation level, low correctness of reading answers, etc [3].

**Students’ Individual Differences Are Ignored in the Aspect of Teaching Content.** The Individual difference problems caused by inconsistent learning abilities and inconsistent learning starting points of students cannot be solved by traditional teaching mode. If knowledge is taught according to the same teaching content and the same teaching method, students with quick learning speed cannot obtain ‘sufficient knowledge’, students with slow learning speed cannot keep up with the pace.

**Deficient Interactivity in Traditional Teaching Mode.** Student's commonness is emphasized in traditional teaching mode, while cultivation of students’ personality is ignored. In the classroom, teachers spread knowledge in an inculcated mode, and mechanically demand students to master. It is lack of interaction and scene display [4].

**Characteristics of Autonomous Learning Courseware**

**Media Integration.** Although guidance of teachers is available in autonomous learning, students adopt self-study mode under most circumstances. The biggest difficulty in autonomous learning lies in understanding of new knowledge. Text element expression information is not intuitive, thereby affecting understanding and mastering of students to new knowledge to a large extent. Graph, text, sound, image and other media elements are used for expressing knowledge, thereby achieving vivid and lifelike teaching information. The highly expressive media information has stronger attraction to students, which is beneficial for students to understand and master new knowledge rapidly [5].

**Operation Interactivity.** Teaching information on autonomous learning courseware can be shown in the form of hypertext and hypermedia. Learners can actively participate in the learning process through man-machine interactive dialogue. Learners can freely select learning contents according to own demand, they also can adjust the learning process automatically, thereby realizing autonomous learning through flexible practice and friendly performance evaluation.

**Structure Nonlinear Feature.** Nonlinear feature of autonomous learning courseware is developed under the support of hypertext and hypermedia technology. The structure combination is variable. Learners can determine learning path independently.

**Teaching Design of Autonomous Learning Courseware**

Teaching design mainly refer that systematic and scientific viewpoint and method are applied for selecting and designing six basic elements rationally according to teaching objectives and features of teaching objects: learning content, extension of learning resources, teaching strategies, motivation strategy, learning guidance and learning evaluation. They are organically combined in the system for forming optimized teaching system structure. Teaching design mode of autonomous learning courseware is shown in Fig. 1.

**Making Clear Teaching Goal.** Teaching goal has the vital significance in the courseware design. Teaching goal is the starting point and foundation of courseware design. Courseware teaching contents and teaching process are mainly determined by teaching goal. Completion of courseware production is also measured according to the degree of reaching teaching goal.
Analyzing Learning Objects. Learners' learning features include learner's cognitive stage, cognitive pattern, cognitive level, etc. Concern on learning topic, learning experience and life experience of learners also should be analyzed in order to realize effective design of the courseware [5].

Learning Content Design. Learning content refers to course contents that must be mastered by students. Learning content design mainly include learning content selection and organization.

Teaching Strategy Design. Teaching strategy in autonomous learning courseware refers that the adopted methods and selected media have been determined, which cannot be randomly changed. Teaching strategy has the function of showing the learning content to students in a mode which can be easily learned, thereby assisting them to understand and master and achieving learning goals [6].

Motivation Strategy Design. Teaching strategy affects student's cognition, and motivation strategy affects students' emotion and attitude, both are equally important.

Learning Guidance Design. Learning guidance refers that various guidance and assistance are provided in order to assist students to complete autonomous learning. Learning guidance design includes learning objectives, learning methods and learning path [7].

Learning Evaluation Design. Learning evaluation refers to judgment on learning process and learning results. Autonomous learning courseware should be based on self-test and formative assessment, namely evaluation subject is student himself. Evaluation aims at assisting students to adjust and improve learning [8,9].

Figure 1. Teaching design mode of autonomous learning courseware

Composition of Autonomous Learning Courseware (Fig. 2)

Teaching Module. In the paper, discipline curriculum is mainly introduced to learners. Knowledge reserve for learning the course, learning goals and knowledge structure of discipline that can be reached through learning are described.

Teaching Resource Database. Resource database contents should include complete knowledge content, including courseware, sample, data, resource sharing, software sharing, etc [10].

Student Module. The module is used for recording each student's learning process, including name, class, learning status quo, vulnerabilities, and so on, and they can be dynamically tracked and fed back.
Test Mode. The module is used for storing sample database designed according to teaching goal, thereby facilitating student exercise and self-test [11].
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**Figure 2. Composition of autonomous learning courseware**
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